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Summary

The double square root �DSR� equation for laterally vary�
ing media in midpoint�o�set coordinates provides a con�
venien t framework for developing e�cient ��D prestac k
w ave equation depth migrations with screen propagators�
Common o�set pseudo�screen depth migration is a fast
and accurate method for migrating common o�set� com�
mon azimuth seismic data� The common o�set pseudo�
screen propagator down w ard con tinues the source and re�
ceiver w ave	elds simultaneously based on the DSR equa�
tion� Wave	eld extrapolation is performed with a phase
shift in a constant background medium followed by a cor�
rection operator that accomodates lateral velocity varia�
tions� Migrations of the 
�D Marmousi and ��D SEG C�
salt model datasets produce images that are comparable
to prestack 	nite�di�erence shot record migration�

In troduction

Computational cost is a major concern for ��D prestack
depth migration� Currently� ��D prestac k migration is
almost exclusively performed by Kirchho� methods �Rat�
cli� et al�� ����� because of its high e�ciency and �exi�
bility in handling ��D prestack data geometry �Audebert�
����� Migration accuracy �how ever� relies on the high�
frequency asymptoticra y approximation� and amplitude
information is not preserved when used with complex ve�
locity models �Gray and May� ����� More accurate ray�
tracing algorithms that include all arrival times and their
associated amplitudes become both more complicated to
implement and computationally expensive�
A ttempts have been made to use wave equation based

imaging technologies� These methods are usually very
expensive� prohibiting their uses in most production ap�
plications� T o establisha good balance between the e��
ciency and accuracy of wave equation based methods� sev�
eral economical mixed space�wavenumber domain algo�
rithms have been developed� such as the split�step Fourier
migration �Sto�a et al�� ����a� ����b� and generalized
screen propagators �Wu� ����� Huang and Wu� ����� de
Hoop� et al�� ����� Jin et al�� ����� ����b� All these meth�
ods� however� operate on either shot�gathered or stacked
data� A di�eren tapproach was performed on common
midpoint data based on the double square root �DSR�
equation �Yilmaz and Claerbout� ������ In this case� the
source and receiver w ave	eldsare down w ardcontinued
sim ultaneously based on the DSR operator� P opovici

������ developed the split�step DSR migration in the
midpoint�o�set coordinates and applied it to the migra�
tion of the Marmousi dataset� Tanis et� al� ������ ex�
tended the method to prestac kmigration in the source�
o�set domain� Jin and Wu �����a� proposed a theoretical
framework for common�o�set screen propagators for the
migration of common�o�set data and show ed impulse re�
sponses that illustrated the accuracy of the operator�
In this paper� w e apply the common�o�set pseudo�

screen propagator to the migration of 
�D Marmousi
datasets and the ��D SEG C� salt model� As discussed by
Biondi and Pacharla ������� we also extend the method
to ��D prestack common�azimuth depth migration�

Common o�set screen propagators

The DSR equation in the midpoint�o�set coordinates can
be expressed as
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where v�m� h� z� and v�m� h� z� correspond to the ve�
locities at the source and receiver locations at depth z�
Under the screen approximation to Eq���� discussed by

Jin and Wu �����a�� the velocity is decomposed into a
bac kground v� and the corresponding perturbation �v�

v�m� h� z� � v��z� ��v�m� h� z�

v�m� h� z� � v��z� ��v�m� h� z� ��

The total w ave	eldconsists of the primary 	eld p� and
the scattered 	eld ps�
During the extrapolation through a depth step �z from

depth zi to zi��� the primary	eld �P� and the scattered
	eld �Ps become

�P��Km�Kh� zi��� �� � e
ikz�z �P��Km�Kh� zi� �� ���

�Ps�Km�Kh� zi��� �� � e
ikz�z �F �Km�Kh� zi� ���z ���
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where Km and Kh are the midpoint and o�set wavenum�
bers� respectiv ely� kz�Km�Kh� z� �� is the vertical
w avenumber in a background medium�
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where FT m�hf�g represents the ��D FFT with respect
to midpoint and o�set� k� � ��v��z� is the background
w avenumber� �S�m�h� and �S�m�h� are the relative
slowness perturbations�
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Common o�set phase�screen migration

Using the small angle appro ximation� w e obtain the
common�o�set phase screen propagator�

P �zi��� � eikz�zFT m�h�e
ik���S�m�h���S�m�h�	�z

p�m�h� zi� ��� �

�

We see that the common�o�set phase screen migration
is equiv alen tto the split�step DSR migration �Popovici�

�����

Common o�set pseudo�screen propagator

To have more accurate phase corrections for wide angle
w aves� we expand the inverse square roots as
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and where the coe�cients a and b are dependent on the
appro ximation accuracy �Jin et�al�� 
�����

Then we obtain the common o�set pseudo�screen prop�
agator�

P �zi��� � eikz�zFT m�h�e
ik���S�m�h���S�m�h�	�z

p�m�h� zi� ��� � Pa �
��

where Pa is the wide�angle compensation term� enhanc�
ing the accuracy for wide�angle waves with large velocity
perturbations�

Pa � ik��zeikz�zf�sFT m�hf�S�m � h�pg

��gFT m�hf�S�m� h�pgg �
��

��D common�azimuth screen migration

For ��D prestack migration� the vertical w avenumber kz
still can be expressed as a DSR operator�

kz�Kmx�Kmy�Khx� �Khy� z� ��
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where� Kmx is the in�line CMP w avenumber� Kmy is
the cross�line CMP wavenumber� Khx is the in�line o�set
w avenumber and �Khy is the cross�line o�set wavenumber�

As discussed by Biondi and Palacharla �
����� we can
take adv an tage of the limited azimuthal range of ��D ma�
rine data to reduce signi�cantly the computational cost
by applying a down w ard con tinuation operator only along
the o�set�azimuth of the original data� In this case� �Khy

is calculated by
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Migration examples

We now illustrate the common o�set pseudo�screen migra�
tion method with two standard models� The �rst exam�
ple is applied to the ��D Marmousi dataset� This model
presen ts a challenge to exploration geophysicists for imag�
ing complicated geological structures� It contains very
complicated geological features� especially shallow steep
faults and an underlying high velocity lateral salt body
intrusion� In addition� the model con tains traps related
to salt structure and a reservoir structure beneath this
complex geology� Figure 
a shows the result of common�
o�set pseudo�screen depth migration� �� o�set sections
with full o�set range betw een ���m and ����m w ere used
in the test� This algorithm images events and delineates
faults and reservoirs w ell enough to identify the major
features� Figure 
b is obtained by using a commercial
product for 	� degree explicit �nite�di�erence shot�record
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(a) Common-offset screen migration
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(b) 70 deg explicit FD shot record migration
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(c) Prestack Kirchhoff eikonal depth migration 

Figure �� Prestac k depth migration of Marmousi
datasets� �a� Common�o�set pseudo�screen migration� ��
common o�set sections are used� �b� Prestac k �	 de�
gree explicit 
nite�di�erence shot record migration� �c�
Prestack Kirchho� eikonal depth migration�

prestac k migration� Most features are correctly imaged
except the steep�dip events� Figure �c shows the result
of the prestac k Kirc hho� depth migration using 
nite�
di�erence eikonal tra vetimes�As expected for a technique
based on 
rst arrivals� the multiple arriv als generated by
this model result in mispositioning of reections in com�
plicated velocity regions�

The second example shows results from the ��D
SEG�EAEG salt model� In this test� the input data are
azimuthal�moveout �AMO� processed data �Biondi� �����
from the C� Narrow Angle subset of the SEG�EAEG salt
model dataset� The result of AMO processing is a se�
ries of regularly sampled ��D common�o�set� common�
azimuth v olumes�The authors thank Biondo Biondi and
the Stanford Exploration Project for supplying the AMO
processed data set for our tests� The common o�set
pseudo�screen programs take common o�set volumes as
input� and produce a ��D zero�time� zero�o�set image vol�
ume as output� Sample results are shown in Figure ��
Figure �a shows a ��D slice from the ��D velocity model
�In�Line ��� at X����	m�� Figure �b shows the same
slice from the common o�set phase�screen image �Equa�
tion ���� and Figure �c shows the same slice for the com�
mon o�set pseudo�screen image �Equations ������� The
pseudo�screen implementation shows signi
cant improve�
ments in both the base salt reector� and in structures
below the salt body�

Conclusions

We have presented an e�cient and accurate prestac k
w aveequation common o�set pseudo�screen depth mi�
gration method for laterally varying media� Based on
the pseudo�screen DSR operator� the source and receiver
w ave
elds are simultaneously down w ard con tinued� This
algorithm is implemented in mixed space�wavenumber do�
main� which has all the advan tages of phase�shift and
split�step F ourier migrations� but also accomodates strong
lateral velocity variations� The method is applicable to
both ��D and ��D common o�set prestack migration and
is easily extended to the migration of ��D common az�
im uth seismic data�Migration tests on the ��D Marmousi
datasets and ��D SEG C� salt model and comparisons
with 
nite�di�erence and Kirchho� approaches show that
the common o�set screen migration can image the subsur�
face correctly in the presence of complex structures and
strong lateral velocity variations�
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